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ABSTRACT

The goal of this research is !o produce more effective
methods for protein sequence analysis and strucure
prediction through the rse of krnwledge-based tech-
niques for orchestrating protein sequerce and other ana-
lyses. We are developing a system (PAPAIN) that will
provide intelligent assistance in manipulating and
integrating diverse sources of information in a manner
ttrat will permit experimentation with hypothesis forma-
tion and reasoning styles. This paper describes founda-
tional knowledge engineering studies, ttre resulting logi-
cal simuliuion and outlines curent research.

l.INTRODUCTION

A complete understanding of protein function requires
knowledge of is molecular stnrcure. The direct investi-
gation of protein strucure by X-ray crysullography is,
however, time-consuming and expensive. ln conse-
quence, scientists are increasingly urrning to techniques
for predicting the structure of a protein from its amino
acid sequence. Techniques for protein struculre predic-
tion (henceforth PSP) fdl inO two classes: (i) theoreti-
cal methods (e.g. molecular dynamics and energy
minimization) and (ii) empirical methods which combine
sequence data with other information. From the per-
spective of the labcaory scientist, empirical methods
are the most relevant, and currently the most reliable is
prediction using model building based on the close
sequence homology with a protein whose strucure has
already been determined- When sequence identity is
low, however, it is essential O seek other data to corro-
borate model-built structur€s. The range of proteins for
which homologous structures can be found is limited,
however, by the relatively small number of proteins
whose strucure has been adequately resolved. Further-
more, below about l5-257o sequence identity, model
building is not applicable. Because of these restricrions

o model-building, however, scientists are increasingly
adopting ad lnc empirical methods that combine struc-
tural evidence from many different sources (e.g
sequence and structure databases, experimental methods,
prolein sequence comparisons, protein sequence
analysis) to arrive at a plausible structure prediction.
Cenmal to the success of these opportunistic methods is
the knowledge and judgement of the participating
scientis(s). Therefore it is not unusual for these
methods to be unduly affected by biases such as failure
to maintain consistency in the interpretation of data and
failure 0o fully consider potentially conflicting informa-
tion in 0re assessment of hypotheses.

The goal of our research is to develop more
effective protein sequence analysis and strucnre predic-
tion methods that acknowledge the central value of
scientific expertise and diverse sources of srucnral evi-
dence in generating and evaluating hypotheses about
protein struchrre by the use of knowledge-based tech-
niques. The potential value of knowledge-based systems
for the scientific community has been widely discussed
(e.g Hayes-Roth, 1987). Our technical goals are rhe
development of knowledge-based tools which provide:
(l) an interactive platform for the orchestration of pro-
tein sequence and other analyses; (2) intelligent assis-
tance in the manipulation and integration of diverse
sources of information; and (3) experimentation with
hlpothesis formation and lines of reasoning.

These goals encompass many issues that have
received attention in AI research (e.g. integrating
diverse tnowledge sources, reasoning with uncertain evi-
dence in a hierarchical p'roblem qpace, spatial reasoning,
scientific hypothesis formation and evaluation). This
paper dascribes our foundation work on this problem, in
particular the systematization of the tlpes of knowledge
used by scientists and how this knowledge can be
exploited (Clark et al. 1990). We conclude with a brief



overview of work in progress as we move from a con-
cepural view tio a morc practical implementation
designed !o work with real data.

2. KNOWLEDGE ENGINEERING

The purpose of this study was o produce a conceptual
description of knowledge @rimarily descriptive) poten-
tially relevant !o PSP through the analysis of a set of
publications that predicted protein structure without
explicit use of model building techniques, augmented by
the personal lnowledge of GJB. The publicarions
included the prediction of sfrucures for interferon
(SteNnb€rg and Cohen, 1982), interleukin-2 (Cotren,
1986), human growth hqrnone (henceforth HGH, Cohen
and KunE, 1987), a-subunit of tqptophan synthase
Qlurle et al. 1987; Crawford et al. 1987), humu epi-
dermal growth factor receptor, @ishleigh et al. 1987)
and cation tranqpding ATPases (Iaylor and Green,
1989). These papers tlpically employed sequence infor-
mation in combination with biophysical and biochemical
data and used sofware analyses based on lnown 3D
struc0rres to arrive at a plauible lertiary structure.

Analysis involved identifyrng the logical cganisa-
tion of each publication in ternrs of initial information,
analyses/experiments repone4 their interpretation, and
arguments presented relating to cross validation and
plausibility. The logicat strucure is tlpically the order
in which journal papen are written. In general, the sua-
tegy adopted by authors was to try to produce the most
cqrsistent interpretation of the boadest range of data
Some of the papers, however, exhibited biases (such as
failure to fully consider conflicting information) of the
qpe documented in the literature on human judgement
and decision making (Kahneman et d. 1982).

The anatysis revealed rnany types of information
thar are rclevant !o PSP including biochemical and
biophysical assays and the importarrce of topological
reasoning, structuml arguments based on functional simi-
larity (Iaylor and Green, 1989) and sequence motifs.

3. KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION

The diverse and rapidly changlng nature of experimental
techniques, analysis methods and data relevant !o PSP,
necessitate that an appropriate representational formal-
ism fu descriptive knowledge must be sufficiently
modular and flexible o facilitate incrernental extension
and revision. To this end a network representation was
developed (Clark et al. 1990). Figure I shows a sub-
graph of this nenrork that pertains to the prediction of
HGH. In this fgure, nodes represent entities and links
represent relations between entities which are either
minirwl preconditbns (darker lines) associated with

processes (the application of software, knowledge-based
inference, biochernical and biophysical assays erc.) u
constraints (thinner lines) which are requirements for
consistency.

3.1. Entities

Ttre entities in our network cdn be gouped into five
categories (Clark et al. 190). These are biological
substance (e.g. the purified Fotein); prolein strucural
descriptions at various levels of abstrrction (e.9. amino
acid sequence, secondary struchtre, prolein topology, ter-
tiary and quaternary sEucure); classifcations and
identifien (e.g. functional, srucural class and quater-
nary sructural classification); resuls of biophysical and
biochemical assays (e.g. proteolytic gleavage, chemical
cross linking, site-directed mutagenesis, 2D-NMR, Cir-
cular Dichroism (hencefonh CD) spectra and gel
anatysis); and derived data such as results of database
queries, sequence analyses and the application of other
sofh*,are.

3.2. Minimd heconditions

A is a minimal precondition for B if, under some cir-
cumstan@s, there is a process that can be used to derive
an hypothesis for B from A. For example, similar
sequences are a minimal precondition fs a sequerrce
alignment" OrJrcr (additionaf) peconditions (not shown
in Figure l) may need to hold simuluneously for the
process thar relates the associated entities to be applica-
ble. The conjunction of the set of a minimal and addi-
tional preconditions are a sufficient condition for the
execution of the associated process. It is also the case
that if A is a minimal precondition for B then B also
consrains A. For example, since DNA sequence is a
minimal precondition for protein sequence, knowledge
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of a protein sequence consEains the possible DNA
sequences that could code for that protein. Finally, exe-
cuting a process is no guarantee ttnt it will generate an
hlpothesis for tlre target entity from the source entity.
This is because the desired outcome (e.g. frndrng >257o
global similarity in a sequence scan) will depend upon
contextual facors.

33. Constrainb

A constrains B if ttre infamation conained in A limis
the range of possible values or conformations of B in
some situation, and A is not d minimal or additional
precondition for B. Thus, disulphide linkage constrains
an alignment because corresponding cysteine residues in
ttre disulphide linkage should be aligned, and disulphide
lirikage is not a precondition for alignment. Since con-
straints are requirements for consistency the relation is
symmetric, (if A constrains B then B constrains A). So

just as cleaved regions are not gsrrqlly conserved in an
alignment unless at an active site, so conserved regions
in an alignment would not be expected to be cleaved,
unless at an active site.

4. LOGICAL SIMI.JLATION

To illustrate some of the ways in which the descriptive
knowledge identified above could be employed in a
knowledge-based support system for PSP, a program has
been developed to simulate the logicat steps in each of
the prediction papers using ttre initial information and
lnowledge employed by the authors. The simulation
system is user-driven but utilizes a constraint propaga-
tion mechanism for maintaining information about
sources of information and consistency relations betwecn
entities. The simulation uses the system state to provide
the user with advice conceming permissible operations
and other types of advice. Figure 2 shows a dynami-
cally generated system report showing all the informa-
tion that has a direct bearing on an inconsistency tlnt
has been detected berween the proposed structure of a
protein and crystallographic data (based on the simula-
tion of the prediction of HGH). Here the source of the
inconsistency is raced to a set of data and analysis
processes.

5. CI.JRRENT ACTIVTTIES

Our research is now focussed on a more practical sys-
tem, PAPAIN (Protein Analysis and Prediction using
Artificial lNtelligence) which takes the use of the
dependency nerwork an important stage forward !o that
of providing knowledge-based assistance in the interpre-
tation of prot€in sequence data.

cannot update tertiary structure with xray
studies b-ecause of unresolvable inconsis-
tency between:
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Elgufe 2 AOvice from the logicalsimulation indicating an
inconsistency between the proposed tertiary struc{ure
and X-ray data.

In the PAPAIN system we are concentrating on
the combined interpretation of data from secondary
strucbre prediction me0pds, sequence profile analyses
(e.g. charge and hydropathy), sequence pauern, topolog-
ical and sequence motifs and secondary structure compo-
sition (as determined by CD specm). This work is
divided into two areas relating o (1) the development of
a set of graphically oriented tools and (2) the develop-
ment of fqrnal techniques for constaint propagation,
strategic reasoning and the management of uncertainty.

5.1. Graphical Tools.

Since the user has an important role in providing protein

stnrcurral tnowledge o the system, we are developing a
variety of graphicat user-interface lools tlnt will enable
the scientist o directly interact wittr the developing
knowledge base.

We have previously shown how logic program-
ming techniques can be used to represent the reasoning
necessary to derive topological descriptions of protein

strucu..ue (Rawlings et al, 1985), form the basis of a

flexible query tanguage (Rawlings, 1987) and be used by

a graphical user interface for generating prol€in topology

queries (Seifert and Rawlings, 1988). A set of graphical

user interface tools have been developed o extend this

work @grne 3). These can be used to (1) initiate and

orchestrate data analyses (anclysis tooD Q\ display and

annotate sequence analysis profiles (profile tool) (3)

disptay and interact with protein topology displays that

*nttot browsing and query formulation (cartoon too[)
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Floure 3: Graphicaltools for knowledge-based orchestration of protein sequence analysis and knowledge acquisition.

(a) display protein secordary stnrcures using a ribbon
representation of the protein o4arbn backbone (ribbon
too[) and (5) navigate frame-based generalisation hierar-
chies of fotein structure and furrction (browser).

These tools are integmted in the sense (a) different
windows provide complementary views of the same
lnowledge base (b) changes in the information displayed
in one window causes displays in the other windows to
be updated and (c) they can be employed in unison for
data editing and lnowledge acquisition. We are
currently investigating interactive query construction
using different windows to allow the user to construct
complex consmined queries.

5.2. Constraints, Strategic Knowledge and Uncer'
tainty

The importance of diverse sources of structural evidence
in generating and evaluating hypotheses abut protein
struc$re has been demonstrated in a number of empiri-
cal studies that have shown that tre accuracy of secon-
dary structue prediction can be improved by the incor-
poration of cmstraints such as the stnrcu[al class of a
protein (Gamier, 1978), use of a family of aligned
sequences, @velebil et al. 1987), op-down constraints
from super secondary strucnral motifs (faylor and
Thornton, 1983), and ttre judicious combination of
different s€condary structure Drediction techniques @iou
,t al. 1988). To extend ttris coupling of information in



a lmowledge-based mannetr, we are currently investigat-
ing formal techniques for combining multiple sources of
mutually cmstraining information.

The simulation described above p'rovides advice
on permissible uses of data and sequence analysis tech-
niques fc PSP and is based on a nonmonotonic model
of uncertainty management. However, since our net-
work represents only descriptive lmowledge, it is srateg-
ically non-committal and it is possible o utilise this net-
work representation (l) wittr different types of sraegic
and control lnowledge and (2) different uncertainty
management techniqrrcs. We aie currently evaluating
the use of predeterrnined highJevel srategies (e.g. Tay-
lor, 1987) and more general symbolic methods for
managing uncertainty and poviding straregic advice
(Fox et al. 1990, Clark 1990).
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